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Today’s contents

Revisit of this week’s deliverable
And little bit of sneak peek to next week too

Paper prototyping for your IxD challenge

Practicing the idea of comparable UI evaluations
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Guest lecture 29 November
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Revisit to this week’s
deliverable instructions
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Project stages

Week 1: 
Conceptual framing

Week 2:
Fixing the features and functionalities + selection on the
main interaction path (”the challenge”)

Week 3: 
Detailed IX design for the main interaction path

Week 4:
Comparative evaluation between two competing IX designs

Week 5:
Programming of the winning interaction (or part of it)
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”Challenge: Find a 
balanced, consistent and 
cohesive way to implement
more types of notifications
(auditory, visual and 
haptic) on one UI 
structure, that does not
overload, irritate or bore
the user.”

Conceptual & feature 
framing (weeks 1 & 2)

IxD framing
(this week)



Week 3’s deliverable
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Scenario that you will read
to a participant at a start of 
the usability test on Week
4. The scenario describes
a setting and a goal that
the user has, and in this
way gives the starting
point for starting the
interaction with your

prototype.

Goal
state

Prototype: this interaction path must solve
your IxD challenge from Week 2. It should

be your best attempt to design its interactions, 
usability an UX.

Scenario + prototype should together form a meaningful sequence of actions.

Slide 1 Slide 2

On Friday’s
presentation: read-
aloud of the scenario
+ demo of the
prototype



Slide 1
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”Let’s imagine
that you are on 
your way home 
from university

and…”

General-
level

comment
on the

scenario

Explanation
to some

detail

Explanation
to some

detail

Explanation
to some

detail



Slide 2
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General-level
comment on 
the scenario

Explanation
to some

detail

Explanation
to some

detail

Explanation
to some

detail

Screen
shot

Screen
shot

Screen
shot

Event or
user

action or
event

Event or
user

action or
event

Event or
user

action or
event

…



Task (updated!): Design the best-that-
you-can interaction for the IxD challenge

Steps:
1. Write a use scenario. The scenario must contain both 1) a 

description of the situation where the user is, and 2) description of 
the task that the user would do with your product in that situation. 

2. As a continuation from this scenario, sketch/design a detailed
interaction path that includes the task that you presented in the
scenario. Make your best to design an extremely good UX.

3. Use ”silver bullets”: Search for design patterns, study reference
designs, apply heuristic guidelines, etc. 

4. Go back and forth between steps 2 and 3 as you learn more.
5. Install all the design softwares and study them to find out which

one of them suits best for prototyping your IX path design.
6. Create an interactive prototype for the interaction path. Aim for an 

authentic experience of using an actual product.
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Deliverables on week 3 (updated)

Annotated portfolio:
1. slide: Your user scenario from step 1. Make it such that you could read that
aloud to a user to instruct them in a usability study.
2. slide: The interaction path of your design, with screenshots and labelled
arrows etc that describes the interactions. Add annotations to clarify
animations, sounds, etc. That cannot be communicated with visuals

Friday’s presentations:
Live demo of your 1) use scenario, as if you would read it to a user in the
usability study, 2) demo of your interactive prototype that illustrates the right
solution to the user’s task

Personal deliverable: 
As before

Sneak preview to week 4:
You will 1) create a ”baseline design” for the task using standard design 
patterns etc. and 2) you will conduct a comparative usability evaluation to 
findin out which design is better.
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Peek to Week 4
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Your
scenario Goal

state

1. Creation of a competing baseline design
2. Evaluation with users which design is better.

Competing baseline design

Your best attempt from Week 3



What you will be thinking about this week
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https://material.io/design/interaction/gestures.html#types-of-gestures

https://material.io/design/interaction/gestures.html


Getting started with
paper prototyping for your IxD
challenge
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Goal
state

Your
scenario



Exercise

1. Decide the start and end points
From what situation does your IxD challenge start from?
What is the situation at the end of the prototype’s use?

2. Where does the scenario end and the prototype’s use
start?
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Scenario Goal
state



Exercise

Write a draft version of the scenario (4 sentences)

Explain:
Who the user should imagine to be
In what situation the user should imagine to be
What the user’s task/goal/problem is
What type of app the user has decided to now use to solve their
task/goal/problem
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Exercise

Sketch 2 first screens at the beginning of your prototype’s
interaction path

Layout
Content of the screen (text, icons, graphics, …)
How does the UI communicate possible actions to user?
Possible interactions (click, tap, swipe, typing,…)
Animations
How does the UI communicate completion of its actions to user?
Continuity between screens: how does the UI ensure that the user
does not get lost?

Sketch on paper, in the actual scale
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Reflection

Did you notice that some parts of design could be donw
more than one way?
Did you think about design heuristics and design 
conventions
If your design is mobile-oriented, did you remember to 
consider finger-based interactions?

O Option 1 Choose

O Option 2 vs

O Option 3
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Fine-tuning before cross-evaluation

Finish your 4-sentence scenario and the 2-screen design
1. Who the user should imagine to be
2. In what situation the user should imagine to be
3. What the user’s task/goal/problem is
4. What type of app the user has decided to now use to solve

their task/goal/problem

Exchange them with another group
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Heuristic evaluation

Evaluate the design using Shneiderman’s heuristics
Write observations on paper

21”Eight golden rules”; Shneiderman (1988). Designing the user interface. 

1
Strive 

for 
consistency

2
Enable 

frequent 
users to use 

shortcuts

3
Offer 

informative 
feedback

4
Design 

dialog to 
yield closure

5
Offer simple 

error 
handling

6
Permit easy 
reversal of 

actions

7
Support 
internal 
locus of 
control

8
Reduce 

short-term 
memory 

load



Exchange evaluation feedback

Explain observations

Ask for clarifications

Leave your written notes to the use of the other team
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Recommended sources on 
detailed interactions

Mobile gestures
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Adobe XD’s design recommendations
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Nick Babich (2016): XD Essentials: In-App Gestures and Mobile App User Experience. 
https://theblog.adobe.com/in-app-gestures-and-mobile-app-user-experience/

https://theblog.adobe.com/in-app-gestures-and-mobile-app-user-experience/


Google’s Material Design recommendations
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https://material.io/design/interaction/gestures.html#types-of-gestures

https://material.io/design/interaction/gestures.html


Apple’s Human Interface Guidelines, Gestures section
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https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/ios/user-interaction/gestures/

https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/ios/user-interaction/gestures/


Communication of hidden gestures
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Nick Babich (2016). How To Communicate Hidden Gestures in Mobile App. 
https://uxplanet.org/how-to-communicate-hidden-gestures-in-mobile-app-e55397f4006b

https://uxplanet.org/how-to-communicate-hidden-gestures-in-mobile-app-e55397f4006b


Task (updated!): Design the best-that-
you-can interaction for the IxD challenge

Steps:
1. Write a use scenario. The scenario must contain both 1) a 

description of the situation where the user is, and 2) description of 
the task that the user would do with your product in that situation. 

2. As a continuation from this scenario, sketch/design a detailed
interaction path that includes the task that you presented in the
scenario. Make your best to design an extremely good UX.

3. Use ”silver bullets”: Search for design patterns, study reference
designs, apply heuristic guidelines, etc. 

4. Go back and forth between steps 2 and 3 as you learn more.
5. Install all the design softwares and study them to find out which

one of them suits best for prototyping your IX path design.
6. Create an interactive prototype for the interaction path. Aim for an 

authentic experience of using an actual product.
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That’s it for today!


